Netflights Cookies
In this section you will find information on what cookies may be set when you visit the Netflights
website and how to reject or delete those cookies. If you wish to read our Cookies Policy, this can be
found in our Privacy & Cookies Policy.
How to control and delete cookies
Netflights will not use cookies to collect personally identifiable information about you. However, if
you wish to restrict or block the cookies which are set by the Netflights website, or indeed any other
website, you can accept or decline cookies at any time by accessing the preference panels from your
browser’s main menu (usually found under ‘Edit’, ‘Tools’ or ‘Options’). Or search your browsers help
function for "cookies". However, if you choose to remove cookies parts of the site may not work
properly or your use of the site may be impaired.
Alternatively, you may wish to visit www.aboutcookies.org which contains comprehensive
information on how to do this on a wide variety of browsers. You will also find details on how to
delete cookies from your computer as well as more general information about cookies. For
information on how to do this on the browser of your mobile phone you will need to refer to your
handset manual.
Please be aware that by removing cookies, parts of the site may not work properly or your use of the
site may be impaired.
Netflights use a number of suppliers who also set cookies on this website on our behalf in order to
deliver the services that they are providing. If you would like more information about the cookies
used by these suppliers, as well as information on how to opt-out, please see sections 4 and 5 below.
List of the main Netflights cookies
This list identifies the main cookies set by the Netflights website, and what each is used for.
Cookie Name
TCSBEmailCollectionAttempted

TCSBLastSearch

UrCapture

V2Pages
_dc_gtm_UA-845674-13
_ga
_gat_UA-845674-13
_gcl_au
_gid

Purpose
Identifying E-mail newsletter subscribers - Used by
the Netflights site in order to identify if a user has
previously registered for the site news-letter. If they
have, then the e-mail collection modal screen will be
displayed after a search. If they haven’t then the
modal screen will be skipped.
Stores the last search performed by a user, used to
populate the search controls with more relevant
information for follow up searches.
Used for user replay capture service, which records
some user actions in order to aid in E-commerce
analysis.
Tracks the current page path and type on the V2 site
Google analytics cookies

_vwo_uuid_v2
cto_lwid
iyS
iyV
leadCache

Website optimiser cookie

ASP.NET_SessionId

A cookie which is used to identify the users session
on the server. The session being an area on the
server which can be used to store data in between
http requests.
Main GM Session cookie - Used by the Netflights site
in order to identify when you start a new session on
our site.

GMSession

NF.CID
PHPSESSID

Determines visitor session - Used by Feedburner,
which powers the news feed section of the site.
Identifies a new or current session.

RecentlyViewedDynamicPackagesCookie

Last 3 recently viewed holiday packages - used to
display these packages for quick access.

RecentlyViewedHotelsCookie

Last 3 recently viewed hotels - used to display these
packages for quick access.

XUCTX

User context helper - records the context ID of the
user’s current session. Used when logging events
regarding a specific session.

insurancePrevSelected

Cookie that tracks a customer’s previous insurance
choice. Used if the customer returns to the basket.

searchID

ID of last search performed

TCSBLeadPassengerEmailAddress

Records lead passenger email address for use if
basket is abandoned due to any reason.

Cookies set by Third Party sites
We sometimes embed photos and video content from websites such as YouTube and Flickr. As a
result, when you visit a page with content embedded from, for example, YouTube or Flickr, you may
be presented with cookies from these websites. Netflights does not control the dissemination of
these cookies. You should check the relevant third party website for more information about these.
Netflights Sharing Tools
We would like to draw your attention to the fact that the Netflights website now carries embedded
‘share’ buttons to enable users of the site to easily share articles with their friends through a number
of popular social networks. These sites may set a cookie when you are also logged in to their service.
Netflights does not control the dissemination of these cookies and you should check the relevant
third party website for more information about these.
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